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Abstract
Crowd-sourced assessments of machine translation quality allow evaluations to be carried
out cheaply and on a large scale. It is essential, however, that the crowd’s work be ﬁltered
to avoid contamination of results through the inclusion of false assessments. One method is
to ﬁlter via agreement with experts, but even amongst experts agreement levels may not be
high. In this paper, we present a new methodology for crowd-sourcing human assessments
of translation quality, which allows individual workers to develop their own individual
assessment strategy. Agreement with experts is no longer required, and a worker is deemed
reliable if they are consistent relative to their own previous work. Individual translations are
assessed in isolation from all others in the form of direct estimates of translation quality.
This allows more meaningful statistics to be computed for systems and enables signiﬁcance to
be determined on smaller sets of assessments. We demonstrate the methodology’s feasibility
in large-scale human evaluation through replication of the human evaluation component
of Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation shared translation task for two language
pairs, Spanish-to-English and English-to-Spanish. Results for measurement based solely on
crowd-sourced assessments show system rankings in line with those of the original evaluation.
Comparison of results produced by the relative preference approach and the direct estimate
method described here demonstrate that the direct estimate method has a substantially
increased ability to identify signiﬁcant diﬀerences between translation systems.

1 Introduction
The ability to develop and reﬁne machine translation (MT) systems is critically
reliant on the availability of reliable methods of assessing the quality of translations.
Expert assessment of translation quality is widely held as a ‘gold standard’ yardstick,
but is costly. Automatic evaluation is often used as a substitute, as a means of, for
example, supporting automatic MT system comparison, rapid MT deployment,
and automatic tuning of system parameters (Och 2003; Kumar and Byrne 2004).
However, it is well documented that the automatic MT evaluation metrics in current
use fall short of human assessment (Callison-Burch 2009; Graham, Mathur and
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Baldwin 2014). As a result, manual evaluation is still widely used as the primary
means of evaluation in large-scale shared tasks, such as the annual Workshop on
Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) (Bojar et al. 2014). Additionally, for the
purpose of benchmarking and development of automatic MT evaluation metrics, it
is vital that data sets are developed with high-quality human assessments and over
a variety of language pairs.
Human assessment can be expert or crowd-sourced, or a mixture of these. To date,
WMT shared translation tasks have mainly used expert-only human evaluations as
the basis of oﬃcial evaluation (Callison-Burch et al. 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010; Bojar
et al. 2014). There was experimentation with a mix of expert and crowd-sourced
judgments to produce oﬃcial results in 2012–2013 (Callison-Burch et al. 2012; Bojar
et al. 2013), but in 2014, the organizers reverted to expert-only assessments due to
worryingly low inter-annotator agreement rates for some language pairs.
We argue that it is possible to measure MT systems reliably based on crowdsourced judgments alone. To demonstrate that claim, we have explored and quantiﬁed an approach to crowd-sourcing of human assessments of translation quality
using the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform. Key features of our proposed
methodology are:
• It can be used to assess both adequacy and ﬂuency;
• It requires only monolingual annotators conversant in the target language,
thus allowing use of a larger pool of lower-skilled annotators than is possible
with standard manual evaluation approaches, which require bilingual annotators with high-level competency in both the source and target languages;
• The ratings are captured via direct estimates on a 100-point Likert scale,
enabling ﬁne-grained statistical analysis (Graham et al. 2013);
• It incorporates mechanisms for quality control, based on internal consistency
over pairings of original and ‘degraded’ translations (Graham et al. 2014);
• It is backwards-compatible with the style of system preference judgment used
for WMT evaluations, and provides a mechanism for enabling longitudinal
evaluation of MT systems;
• It is cheap: we obtained high-quality, statistically signiﬁcant assessments at
a cost of around US$40 per system for a given language direction and
evaluation modality (that is, adequacy or ﬂuency).
To investigate the feasibility of the approach for large-scale evaluations, we
replicated the original WMT-12 human evaluation of all participating systems for
two language pairs: Spanish-to-English (ES-EN) and English-to-Spanish (EN-ES).
Results show that our method results in high-quality data at low cost, without the
use of expert assessments. Indeed, we demonstrate that it is possible to conﬁrm
the original system rankings; and also, using comparable numbers of judgments,
identify a larger number of signiﬁcant diﬀerences between systems.
The low cost of the method suggests that, beyond applications for cross-system
evaluation in shared tasks, it may also provide a viable means for individual MT
researchers to assess system improvements over a baseline. While development of
the tools used by the workers involved signiﬁcant eﬀort and reﬁnement, this eﬀort
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need not be repeated, as we make these tools available.1 Overall, we show that
carefully-gathered crowd-sourced assessments lead to more sensitive measurements
than do assessments from other sources, suggesting that our methods should be
used widely for the measurement of MT systems.
2 Background
2.1 Automatic measurement of MT systems
The development of eﬀective mechanisms for evaluation of MT system output has
long been a research objective within MT, with several of the recommendations of
the early ALPAC Report (Pierce et al. 1966), for example, relating to evaluation:
1. Practical methods for evaluation of translations; . . .
3. Evaluation of quality and cost of various sources of translations;

In practical terms, improvements are often established through the use of an
automatic metric that computes a similarity score between the candidate translation
and one or more human-generated reference translations. However, it is well known
that automatic metrics are not necessarily a good substitute for human assessments
of translation quality, and must be used with caution (Turian, Shen and Melamed
2003; Callison-Burch, Osborne and Koehn 2006; Koehn and Monz 2006; Lopez
2008). Particular issues include:
• there are generally many diﬀerent ways of translating the same source input,
and therefore comparison with a reference translation risks artiﬁcially upscoring translations that happen to be more reference-like compared to
equally-valid translations that make diﬀerent lexical or structural choices;
and
• automatic metrics are generally based on lexical similarity and fail to capture
meaning, either in terms of fundamental semantic infelicity (for example, the
lack of a negation marker or core argument) or underlying semantic similarity
but lexical divergence with a reference translation (Koehn and Monz 2006;
Lo et al. 2013).
One way of reducing bias in evaluation towards the particular decisions made
in a reference translation is to source multiple reference translations and calculate
an aggregated score across them (Culy and Riehemann 2003; Madnani et al. 2008).
Even here, however, automatic evaluation metrics tend to focus too much on local
similarity with translations, and ignore the global ﬁdelity and coherence of the
translation (Lo et al. 2013); this introduces a bias when comparing systems that
are based on diﬀering principles. Other approaches, such as HyTER (Dreyer and
Marcu 2012), aim to encode all possible correct translations in a compact reference
translation network, and match the output of an MT system against this using string
edit distance. Such approaches are hampered by a lack of automation in crafting
the reference translations, and currently require up to two hours per sentence.
1

See https://github.com/ygraham/crowd-alone
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To alleviate these concerns, direct human assessments of translation quality are
also collected when possible. During the evaluation of MT shared tasks, for example,
human assessments of MT outputs have been used to determine the ranking
of participating systems. The same human assessments can also be used in the
evaluation of automatic metrics, by comparing the degree to which automatic scores
(or ranks) of translations correlate with them. This aspect of MT measurement is
discussed in the following section.

2.2 Validation of automatic metrics
In order to validate the eﬀectiveness of an automatic MT evaluation metric, a
common approach is to measure correlation with human assessments of MT quality.
A corpus of test sentences is selected, and a set of MT systems is used to translate
each sentence (often, the pool of systems participating in a shared task). Human
assessors are then asked to assess the quality of the translations, or a randomly
selected subset of them if experimental cost is a limiting constraint. In addition, some
translation assessments are repeated, to facilitate later measurement of assessment
consistency levels.
Once suﬃciently many sentence-level human assessments have been collected,
they are used to decide a best-to-worst ranking of the participating MT systems.
A range of methods for going from sentence-level human assessments to a totallyordered system ranking have been proposed (Bojar, Ercegovcevic and Popel 2011;
Callison-Burch et al. 2012; Lopez 2012; Hopkins and May 2013), with no consensus
on the best aggregation method. An automatic MT evaluation metric can be used to
mechanically rank the same set of systems, perhaps based on document-level scoring.
The system ranking generated based on the human assessments and the automatic
metric can then be compared based on correlation, using, for example, Spearman’s
ρ or Pearson’s r, with a high correlation interpreted as evidence that the metric is
sound. The robustness of this use of Spearman correlation has been questioned, as
it cannot discriminate between errors with respect to varying magnitude in system
scores (Graham and Baldwin 2014; Machacek and Bojar 2014).
Since the validity of an automatic MT evaluation measure is assessed relative to
human assessments, it is vital that the human assessments are reliable. In practice,
measurement of evaluation reliability is based on evaluation of intra- and interannotator agreement. There is a worrying trend of low agreement levels for MT
shared tasks, however. For example, Cohen’s κ coeﬃcient (Cohen 1960), is commonly
used to quantify inter-annotator agreement levels and incorporates the likelihood
of agreement occurring by chance, with a coeﬃcient ranging between 0, signifying
agreement at chance levels, to 1 for complete agreement. In recent WMT shared
tasks, κ coeﬃcients as low as κ = 0.40 (2011), κ = 0.33 (2012), κ = 0.26 (2013),
and κ = 0.37 (2014) have been reported. Intra-annotator agreement levels have
not been much better: κ = 0.58 (2011), κ = 0.41 (2012), κ = 0.48 (2013), and
κ = 0.52 (2014) (Callison-Burch et al. 2011, 2012; Bojar et al. 2013, 2014). It is
possible that alternative measures that capture diﬀerent types of disagreement, such
as Krippendorﬀ’s α, are more appropriate for the task, given that it involves multiple
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coders (Poesio and Artstein 2005; Mathet et al. 2012). However, such low levels of
agreement are unlikely to be wholly attributable to a deﬁciency in the κ coeﬃcient as
a measure of agreement, as individual annotators only weakly agree with themselves,
let alone other annotators.
The lack of coherence amongst human assessments raises a critical question:
are assessments of MT evaluation metrics robust, if they are validated via low-quality
human assessments of translation quality? One possible reaction to this question is
that the automatic evaluation measures are no worse than human assessment. A
more robust response is to ﬁnd ways of increasing the reliability of the human
assessments used as the yardstick for automatic metrics, by identifying better ways
of collecting and assessing translation quality. It may be, for example, that we are
not asking assessors ‘is this a good translation’ in a form that leads to a consistent
interpretation.
There has been signiﬁcant eﬀort invested in developing metrics that correlate
with human assessments of translation quality. However, given the extent to which
accurate human assessment of translation quality is fundamental to empirical MT,
the underlying topic of ﬁnding ways of increasing the reliability of those assessments
to date has received surprisingly little attention (Callison-Burch et al. 2007, 2008,
2009; Przybocki et al. 2009; Callison-Burch et al. 2010; Denkowski and Lavie 2010).

2.3 Past and current methodologies
The ALPAC Report (Pierce et al. 1966) was one of the earliest published attempts
to perform cross-system MT evaluation, in determining whether progress had
been made over the preceding decade. The (somewhat anecdotal) conclusion was
that:
The reader will ﬁnd it instructive to compare the samples above with the results obtained on
simple, selected, text 10 years earlier . . . in that the earlier samples are more readable than
the later ones.

The DARPA MT initiative of the 1990s incorporated MT evaluation as a
central tenet, and periodically evaluated the three MT systems funded by the
program (CANDIDE (Berger et al. 1994), PANGLOSS (Frederking et al. 1994),
and LINGSTAT (Yamron et al. 1994)). As part of this, it examined whether postediting of MT system output was faster than simply translating the original from
scratch (White, O’Connell and O’Mara 1994). One of the major outcomes of the
project was the proposal that adequacy and ﬂuency be used as the primary means
of human MT evaluation, supplemented by other human-assisted measurements.
Adequacy is the degree to which the information in the source language string
is preserved in the translation,2 while ﬂuency is the determination of whether the
translation is a well-formed natural utterance in the target language.

2

Or, in the case of White, O’Connell and O’Mara (1994), the degree to which the information
in a professional translation can be found in the machine translation, as judged by
monolingual speakers of the target language.
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Many of the large corporate MT systems use regression testing to establish
whether new methods have a positive impact on MT quality. Annotators are asked
to select which of two randomly-ordered translations they prefer, one from each
system (Bond, Ogura and Ikehara 1995; Schwartz, Aikawa and Quirk 2003), often
over a reference set of translation pairs (Ikehara, Shirai and Ogura 1994).
Approaches trialed for human judgments of translation quality include all of:
• ordinal level scales (ranking a number of translations from best-to-worst) or
direct estimates (interval-level scales) of ﬂuency or adequacy judgments;
• diﬀerent lexical units (for example, sub-sentential constituents rather than
whole sentences);
• diﬀering numbers of points on an interval-level scale (for example, having 4,
5, or 7 points);
• displaying or not displaying interval-level scale numbering to annotators;
• simultaneously assessing ﬂuency and adequacy items, or separating the
assessment of ﬂuency and adequacy;
• changing the wording of the question used to elicit judgments (for example,
asking which translation is better, or asking which is more adequate);
• including or not including the reference translation among the set being
judged;
• displaying the translation of the sentences either side of the target sentence,
or not displaying any surrounding context;
• displaying or not displaying session or overall participation meta-information
to the assessor (for example, the number of translations assessed so far, the
time taken so far, or the number of translations left to be assessed);
• employing or not employing crowd-sourced judgments.
In recent years, the annual WMT event has become the main forum for collection
of human assessments of translation quality, despite the primary focus of the
workshop being to provide a regular cross-system comparison over standardized
data sets for a variety of language pairs by means of a shared translation task
(Koehn and Monz 2006; Callison-Burch et al. 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012;
Bojar et al. 2013, 2014). When WMT began in 2006, ﬂuency and adequacy were
adopted, and were also used in the LDC report (LDC 2005) to assess participating
systems in the form of direct estimates on a ﬁve-point interval-level scale. Too
few human assessments were recorded in the ﬁrst year to be able to estimate the
reliability of human judgments (Koehn and Monz 2006). In 2007, the workshop
measured the consistency of the human judgments, to boost the robustness of
evaluation; to achieve this goal, human assessments of translations were provided
by participants in the shared task.
The reliability of human judgments was then estimated by measuring levels of
agreement. In addition, two new further methods of human assessment were added:
(1) generate a partial ranking of translations of full sentences from best to worst
(or relative preference judgments); and (2) generate a partial ranking of translations
of sub-sentential source syntactic constituents from best to worst. The ﬁrst of
these methods has continued in recent WMT evaluations; in both cases, ties are
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allowed. The highest levels of agreement were reported for the sub-sentential source
syntactic constituent ranking method (κinter = 0.54, κintra = 0.74), followed by the
full sentence ranking method (κinter = 0.37, κintra = 0.62). The lowest agreement
levels occurred for adequacy (κinter = 0.31, κintra = 0.54). Additional methods of
human assessment have also been trialed, but the only method still currently used
is the best-to-worst partial ranking of translations, known as ‘relative preference
judgments’.
Another ﬁnding from WMT 2007 with widespread consequences was high correlation between ﬂuency and adequacy, which was taken as evidence for redundancy
in separately assessing the two, and led to the conﬂation of translation quality into
a single scale (Przybocki et al. 2009; Denkowski and Lavie 2010). For example,
Przybocki et al. (2009) use, as part of their larger human evaluation, a single (sevenpoint) scale (labeled ‘adequacy’) to assess the quality of translations. Inter-annotator
agreement for this method was κ = 0.25, even lower than the results for adequacy
and ﬂuency reported in WMT 2007 (noting that caution is required when directly
comparing agreement measurements, especially over scales of varying granularity,
such as ﬁve- versus seven-point assessments).
Three recent WMT shared tasks (2011, 2012, and 2013) have limited their human
assessment to partially ranking translations from best-to-worst. Even with this
simpler conceptualization of the annotation task, consistency levels are still low.
Agreement levels reported in, for example, WMT-12 using translation ranking were
lower than those reported in 2007 with ﬂuency and adequacy assessments.
As an additional confound, in the absence of a better alternative, WMT human
evaluations are typically carried out by MT researchers participating in the shared
task, rather than by independent volunteers, or by expert translators. Although the
assessments of translations are blind, and the system that produced any particular
translation is hidden from the judges, researchers have been shown to slightly favor
translations produced by their own system (Bojar et al. 2011), highlighting the need
for other methods of incorporating human evaluation into MT evaluation. Crowdsourced human judgments eliminate that particular confound, but bring a diﬀerent
risk – vastly diﬀerent skill and/or levels of care. Hence, until now, participating
researchers have been preferred as judges to crowd-sourced assessors.
Turning to the question of what number of judgments is needed to produce
statistically signiﬁcant rankings, simulation experiments suggest that when assessment is in the form of relative preference judgments, this number is likely to grow
quadratically in the number of participating systems (Koehn 2012; Bojar et al. 2014).
For example, up to triple, the number of judgments collected in WMT-12 may have
been required to identify suﬃcient proportions of signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
systems (Koehn 2012). Although a range of models have been proposed that aim
to leverage the shortcomings of relative preference judgments to identify signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between systems, such as Hopkins and May (2013) and Sakaguchi, Post
and Durme (2014), our work instead focuses on attending to the root cause of
what we believe to be the problem: the information-loss that takes place when
there is no attempt to capture the degree to which one translation is better than
another.
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3 Simpliﬁed monolingual assessment

Direct (or absolute) estimates of translation quality facilitate more powerful statistical analyses of systems than do partial ordinal rankings via relative preference
judgments, which, for example, cannot be readily combined into mean and median
scores. Being able to combine individual direct estimate scores into a mean or median
score simpliﬁes the decision as to how an overall ranking should be concluded;
moreover, the law of large numbers suggests that as increasing numbers of individual
scores are collected for each system, the mean score will increasingly approach the
true score. By simply increasing the number of assessments (given access to suitably
skilled assessors), accuracy is improved.
3.1 Capturing direct estimate assessments
To address those concerns, we propose that assessments be based on direct estimates
of quality using a continuous rating scale. We further suggest that it is undesirable
to assess several translations at a time, as even when performing direct estimation,
there is the potential for ratings of diﬀerent translations to inﬂuence each other.
For example, if a translation happens to appear in the same displayed set as a high
quality translation, it is likely that its score will be pushed down (Bojar et al. 2011).
To minimize this kind of bias, we present a single translation per screen to human
assessors, and require that each translation be considered in isolation. Assessors can
only proceed to the next translation once they have committed their score for the
current one, with no facility to revisit or revise earlier decisions. A third component
of our proposal is to revert to the use of two-dimensional ﬂuency and adequacy
assessments, in part because doing so allows the assessments to be presented in
the form of focused questions that are more likely to elicit consistent responses.
In addition, by making the ﬂuency component independent, part of the overall
evaluation becomes completely reference-free, and hence not subject to possible
comparison bias. We use the same continuous scale for both ﬂuency and adequacy.
For technical reasons, the continuous rating scale is presented as a hundredpoint slider, with the assessor selecting a rating by moving the slider with their
mouse. Strictly speaking, it is thus not continuous; but the actual rating obtained is
interpreted as a real-valued number, and the proposed methodology could trivially
be applied to a ﬁner-grained scale (for example, when higher-resolution screens
become commonplace). Numbering is intentionally avoided, but the slider is marked
at the mid and quarterly points for rough calibration purposes. We make every eﬀort
to make the assessment task compatible with crowd-sourcing, including couching
both the ﬂuency and adequacy questions as monolingual (target language) tasks, to
maximize the pool of potential assessors. We intentionally obscure the fact that the
text is the product of MT, to eliminate that knowledge as a potential source of bias.
The sections that follow describe the assessment procedure for ﬂuency and
adequacy in detail below, and the processes employed for score standardization and
ﬁltering out poor-quality assessors. The platform we use to collect the assessments
is AMT ( see https://www.mturk.com), in which jobs are presented to ‘workers’
in the form of human intelligence tasks (abbreviated as ‘HITs’), each corresponding
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to a single unit that a worker accepts through the AMT interface. Each HIT is
made up of either all adequacy or all ﬂuency assessment tasks, and each task is
presented on a separate screen, with no facility for workers to return to revise
earlier assessments. In all cases, the translated text is presented to the worker as
a bit-mapped image, in order to deter robotic workers who could, for example,
screen-scrape the translated text and use some automatic method to calculate their
assessment. Although the assessments in this work were collected speciﬁcally with
AMT, other crowd-sourcing services could also be used or set-up for this purpose.
Therefore, although precise replication of the experimental results presented in this
work may rely on the existence and continuity of the AMT service, more importantly
the approach itself does not.
3.2 Adequacy: measuring equivalence of meaning
The ﬁrst dimension of the evaluation is assessment of adequacy. Adequacy is assessed
as a monolingual task, with a single translation presented per screen. The reference
translation is provided in gray font at the top of the screen, with the system
translation displayed below it in black. Assessors are asked to state the degree to
which they agree that: The black text adequately expresses the meaning of the gray
text.
The task is thus restructured into a less cognitively-taxing monolingual similarityof-meaning task, under the fundamental assumption that the reference translation
accurately captures the meaning of the source sentence. Once that presumption is
made, it is clear that the source is not actually required for evaluation. An obvious
beneﬁt of this change is that the task now requires only monolingual speakers,
without any knowledge of translation or MT. Figure 1 is a screenshot of a single
adequacy assessment as posted on AMT.
Reference translations used for the purpose of adequacy assessments are those
included as standard in MT test sets, and this avoids the need to, for example, attempt
to generate reference translations through expert translators or crowd-sourcing. If
reference translations were to be crowd-sourced, care would of course need to be
taken to ensure eﬀective quality control of this process to avoid introduction of
noise into adequacy evaluations.
3.3 Reference-free evaluation of ﬂuency
The second dimension of the evaluation is assessment of ﬂuency. Fluency assessments
are presented using the translated text only, with neither the source language input
text shown, nor any reference translation(s). This removes any bias towards systems
that happen to produce reference-like translations, a common criticism of automatic
metrics such as Bleu. It also forces our assessors to make an independent ﬂuency
judgment on the translation, with the intention of minimizing biasing from other
assessments.
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of a ﬂuency assessment, as one task within an AMT
HIT of similar assessments. As with the adequacy assessments, a single translation
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Fig. 1. (Colour online) Screenshot of the adequacy assessment interface, as presented to an
AMT worker. All of the text is presented as an image. The slider is initially centered; workers
move it to the left or right in reaction to the question. No scores or numeric information are
available to the assessor.

Fig. 2. (Colour online) Screenshot of the ﬂuency assessment interface, as presented to an
AMT worker. Many of the details are the same as for the adequacy assessment shown in
Figure 1.

is displayed to the human assessor at a time, which they are then asked to rate for
ﬂuency. The assessment is carried out based on the strength of agreement with the
Likert-type statement: The text is ﬂuent English.
With source and reference sentences not shown, ﬂuency assessments alone cannot
be used to determine if one system is better than another. This is because it is
possible for a system to produce highly-ﬂuent text with complete disregard for
the actual content of the source input. In our evaluation, ﬂuency assessments are
used as a means of breaking ties between systems that are measured to have equal
adequacy, as well as a diagnostic tool that is unbiased in favor of systems that
produce reference-like translations.
3.4 HIT structure and score standardization
Since ﬂuency and adequacy assessments are carried out separately, we set these
assessments up as separate HITs. Both kinds of HIT contain hundred translation
assessments each, one per screen. The worker is thus required to iterate through
translations, rating them one at a time. Within each HIT genuine system output
translations may be paired with a repeat item, a corresponding reference translation, or a ‘bad reference’ translation (a degraded version of the same translation,
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explained in more detail below). The aim of this selective pairing is that post-HIT
completion, regardless of the overall scoring strategy of individual workers, their
internal consistency at scoring better or worse translations can be examined without
comparison to someone else’s scores. Structuring the HIT as hundred translations
allows us to manipulate the task in such a way that we have a high level of control
of same-judge repeat and quality-control items, as follows.
Within a hundred-translation HIT, we include: (a) ten reference translations and
ten MT system outputs for the same source language strings as the reference
translations (making a total of twenty translations); (b) ten MT system outputs,
along with a mechanically-degraded ‘bad reference’ version of each (making a total
of another twenty translations; see below for details of the degradation process);
and (c) another ﬁfty MT system outputs, out of which we select ten and repeat them
verbatim (making a total of sixty translations). That is, each hundred-translation
HIT consists of:
• seventy MT system outputs,
• ten reference translations, corresponding to ten of the seventy system outputs,
• ten bad reference translations, corresponding to a diﬀerent ten of the seventy
system outputs,
• ten repeat MT system outputs, drawn from the remaining ﬁfty of the original
seventy system outputs.
The role of the reference, bad reference, and repeat translations is explained in the
next section.
The order in which translations are assessed by a worker is controlled so that a
minimum of forty assessments intervene between each member of a pair of qualitycontrol items (bad reference versus MT system, or MT system versus MT system
repeat, or reference translation versus MT system). The selection is further controlled
so that each hundred-translation HIT contains approximately equal numbers of
randomly-selected translations from each contributing MT system, so as to provide
overall balance in the number of translations that are judged for each system. That
is, no matter how many HITs each worker completes, they will return roughly the
same number of assessments for each of the contributing systems. This helps avoid
any potential skewing of results arising from particularly harsh or lenient assessors.
To further homogenize the outputs of the diﬀerent workers, the set of scores
generated by each person is standardized . This is done in the usual way, by computing
the mean and standard deviation of the scores returned by that particular assessor,
and then translating each of their raw scores into a z score. The result is a set
of scores that, for each assessor, has a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of
1.0; it is those values that are then averaged across systems to get system scores.
Standardizing the scores removes any individual biases for particular sub-regions
of the scale (for example, workers who tend to rate everything low or high), and
also for the relative spread of scores used by a given worker (for example, workers
who use the full scale versus those who use only the central region). In the results
tables below, we report system averages of both the raw worker responses and of
the standardized values.
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4 Quality control and assessor consistency

The quality of a human evaluation regime can be estimated from its consistency:
whether the same outcome is achieved if the same question is asked a second time.
Two diﬀerent measurements can be made: whether a judge is consistent with other
assessments performed by themselves (intra-annotator agreement), and whether a
judge is consistent with other judges (inter-annotator agreement).
In MT, annotator consistency is commonly measured using Cohen’s κ coeﬃcient,
or some variant thereof (Artstein and Poesio 2008). Cohen’s κ is intended for use
with categorical assessments, but is also commonly used with ﬁve-point adjectivalscale assessments, where the set of categories has an explicit ordering. A particular
issue with ﬁve-point assessments is that there is no notion of ‘nearness’ – a judge who
assigns two neighboring intervals is awarded the same ‘penalty’ for being diﬀerent
as a judge who selects two extreme values.
The κ coeﬃcient cannot be applied to continuous data; and nor can any judge,
when given the same translation to evaluate twice on a continuous rating scale, be
expected to give the same score for each assessment. A more ﬂexible tool is thus
required. Our approach to measuring assessor consistency is based on two core
assumptions:
(A) When a consistent judge is presented with a set of assessments for translations
from two systems, one of which is known to produce better translations than
the other, the score sample of the better system will be signiﬁcantly greater
than that of the inferior system.
(B) When a consistent judge is presented with a set of repeat assessments, the
score sample across the initial presentations will not be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from the score sample across the second presentations.
We evaluate Assumption A based on the set of bad reference translations and
the corresponding set of MT system translations, and evaluate Assumption B based
on the pairs of repeat judgments in each HIT. The idea behind bad reference
translations is that if words are removed from a translation to shorten it, worse
adequacy judgments can be expected; and if words in a translation are duplicated,
ﬂuency ratings should suﬀer. The null hypothesis to be tested for each AMT
worker is that the score diﬀerence for repeat judgment pairs is not less than the
score diﬀerence for bad reference pairs. To test statistical signiﬁcance, we use the
Wilcoxon rank sum test,3 with lower p values indicating more reliable workers (that
is, greater diﬀerentiation between repeat judgments and bad reference pairs). We
use p < 0.05 as a threshold of reliability, and discard all of the HITs contributed
by workers who do not meet this threshold. Note that if HITs are rejected in this
manner, the workers may still receive payment.
The bad reference translations that are inserted into each HIT are deliberately
degraded relative to their matching system translations, on the assumption that

3

See Graham et al. (2013) for a description of experiments using Welch’s t-test, Cohen’s κ,
and the Mann-Whitney U -test.
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a measurable drop in the assessor’s rating should be observed. For the adequacy
HITs, we degrade the translation by randomly deleting a short sub-string, emulating
omission of a phrase. Initial experimentation showed that for this approach to be
eﬀective, we needed to delete words in rough proportion to the length of the original
translation, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

for
for
for
for
for
for

2–3 word translations, remove one word;
4–5 word translations, remove two words;
6–8 word translations, remove three words;
9–15 word translations, remove four words;
16–20 word translations, remove ﬁve words;
translations of word length n > 20, remove n/5 words.

The bad reference translations for ﬂuency HITs are created by randomly selecting
two words in the translation and duplicating them elsewhere in the string, excepting adjacent to the original, string-initial, and string-ﬁnal positions. Preliminary
experiments indicated that it was not necessary to modify the length of the randomlyselected phrase according to the length of the overall translation. Duplicating a pair
of words was always suﬃcient to obtain the desired eﬀect.
Automatic introduction of errors to corpora have been used for other purposes
besides quality control of crowd-sourced data. Pevzner and Hearst (2002) simulate
errors for the purpose of analyzing evaluation metrics of thematic segmentation,
while Mathet et al. (2012) use reference annotation shuﬄes according to diﬀerent
error paradigms to model the behavior of a range of agreement measures. Additionally, the automatic introduction of errors into corpora have been used to create
training data for error detection applications (Izumi et al. 2003; Bigert 2004; Bigert
et al. 2005; Sjöbergh and Knutsson 2005; Smith and Eisner 2005a,b; Brockett,
Dolan and Gamon 2006; Foster 2007; Okanohara and Tsujii 2007; Wagner, Foster
and van Genabith 2007; Lee and Seneﬀ 2008; Foster and Andersen 2009; Wagner,
Foster and van Genabith 2009; Dickinson 2010; Rozovskaya and Roth 2010; Yuan
and Felice 2013).
4.1 Crowd-sourcing speciﬁcs
Mechanical Turk was used directly to post HITs to crowd-sourced workers, as
opposed to any intermediary service, and ﬂuency and adequacy HITs are collected in
entirely separate sessions. Since our HIT structure is somewhat unconventional, with
hundred translations per HIT, it was important that information about the quantity
of work involved per HIT was communicated to workers prior to their acceptance
of an HIT. An additional speciﬁcation was that only native speakers of the target
language complete HITs, and although we do not have any way of verifying that
workers adhered to this request, it is important to communicate expected language
ﬂuency levels to workers. Payment was at the rate of US$0.50 per hundred-translation
ﬂuency HIT, and increased to US$0.90 per adequacy HIT – the diﬀerence because, in
the latter case, HITs involved reading both a reference translation and the assessed
translation. Workers were not required to complete a qualiﬁcation test prior to
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carrying out HITs, as such qualiﬁcation restrictions unfortunately do not ensure high
quality work. Due to the anonymous nature of crowd-sourcing, it is of course entirely
possible for workers lacking the necessary skills to employ someone else to complete
his/her test. In addition, qualiﬁcation tests do not provide any assurance that skilled
workers do not carefully completing tests, and then aggressively optimize earnings
at a later stage. In contrast, the quality control mechanism we employ does not rely
on one-oﬀ tests but applies quality checks across all of the HITs provided by each
worker.
Since the quality control mechanism we apply could in fact be too high a bar for
some genuine workers to meet, we do not use or recommend its use as the sole basis
for accepting or rejecting HITs. Indeed, some workers may simply lack the necessary
literacy skills to accurately complete evaluations eﬀectively. During collection of
crowd-sourced assessments, we therefore only reject workers who we believe are
almost certainly attempting to aggressively optimize earnings by gaming the system.
Aggressive optimizers are identiﬁed by comparison of the worker’s mean score for
reference translations, genuine system outputs, and bad reference translations. For
example, random-clicker type aggressive optimizers commonly have extremely close
mean scores for all three kinds of quality control items. An additional check is also
put in place to search for score sequences within individual HITs with low variation.
Another helpful tool to identify aggressive optimizers speciﬁcally with adequacy
assessments, is that when a reference translation appears as the item to be assessed
it is in fact identical to the reference translation displayed on screen. Although
such items appear to be too obvious to be useful in assessments, they in fact act
as a further modest hurdle for workers to meet, and caught many workers. For
example, in some cases mean scores for degraded and genuine system outputs may
be suspiciously close: mean scores for reference items for such workers often reveal
that they rated identical items with low adequacy, and therefore can be rejected with
conﬁdence.
Not rejecting all workers whose assessments do not meet the quality control
threshold unfortunately results in a set of HITs from workers whose data is not good
enough to be useful in evaluations but nonetheless require payment. Table 1 shows
numbers of HITs approved and rejected in experiments and corresponding numbers
of HITs belonging to workers who passed quality control. Although proportions of
low quality workers for whom we accept HITs varies from one language pair to the
other, volumes of such workers are not so large for either language pair to be in
any way considered prohibitively costly.
It may be worth noting, however, that in pilot posting of HITs on Mechanical
Turk, we encountered a substantial increase in numbers of workers that fall within
this costly group when we attempted to increase payment levels. In particular,
when payment for HITs is increased to US$1 or more per HIT, this appears
to attract substantially more workers who fall into this category. Although we
have otherwise complied with ethics guidelines available to researchers, such as
http://wiki.wearedynamo.org/index.php?title=Guidelines for Academic Requesters, our experience when attempting to increase payment levels is that they (unfortunately)
must remain low to avoid attracting large numbers of aggressive optimizers.
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Table 1. Human Intelligence Task (HIT) approval and rejection in experiments
HITs

Evaluation
modality

Total

Approved

Pass QC

ES-EN

Fluency
Adequacy

288
543

260 (90%)
410 (76%)

152 (53%)
192 (35%)

EN-ES

Fluency
Adequacy

336
278

250 (74%)
245 (88%)

211 (63%)
204 (73%)

Fort, Adda and Cohen (2011) identify as a main cause of low payment to
workers the lack of adequate worker reputation systems: without a method of
accurately targeting good workers, increased payment simply attracts larger numbers
of aggressive optimizers. The quality control mechanism we propose accurately
discriminates good work from bad, and in this respect, could improve the situation
for workers by facilitating such a reputation system. For example, although we do
not refuse payment based solely on whether or not a particular worker meets the
quality control threshold, we use to ﬁlter low quality data, information about the
quality of work could be collected over the longer term and used to rate individual
workers. This information could then be used by requesters, not as a strict cutoﬀ, but to provide reliable ﬁne-grained information about the quality likely to be
produced by workers. Other ethical issues associated with crowd-sourcing – such
as intellectual property, potential for states being deprived of tax payments, and
unknown working conditions and rights of employment, due to the anonymous
nature of crowd-sourcing services – remain a real concern but for the same reason
are challenging to reliably investigate. Gupta et al. (2014) suggest that relationshipbased crowd-sourcing could potentially be more fruitful than many current modes of
operation, where relationships are maintained with a group of known good workers
through e-mailing when batches of work are ready. Such an approach is compatible
with our proposed methodology.
Languages that can be evaluated eﬀectively through crowd-sourcing are of course
limited to the native languages of speakers on a particular service. In this respect,
previous eﬀorts to elicit evaluations for Czech, for example, have resulted in so few
genuine responses to HITs that we believe evaluation of this language pair by the
crowd alone is currently not possible (Graham et al. 2012).
5 System-level evaluation
We have described a method for collecting ﬁne-grained assessments of MT quality,
and for ﬁltering out unreliable workers. To investigate the utility and robustness of the proposed methodology, we replicate the human evaluation component of the WMT-12 shared translation task for Spanish and English in both
translation directions, generating fresh crowd-sourced human assessments for all
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Table 2. Numbers of workers and translations, before and after quality control
(broken down based on Assumption A only, and both Assumptions A&B)
Workers

Translations

Evaluation
modality

Total

A holds

A&B hold

Total

A&B hold

ES-

Fluency
Adequacy

102
319

54 (53%)
94 (30%)

53 (52%)
94 (30%)

29k
54k

15k (52%)
19k (35%)

EN-ES

Fluency
Adequacy

37
45

22 (60%)
21 (46%)

21 (57%)
21 (46%)

33k
28k

21k (64%)
20k (71%)

participating systems. This allows the system rankings produced by the new evaluation methodology to be compared with those of the original shared task. In
addition, we compute the degree to which statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences can be
identiﬁed for pairs of participating systems.
5.1 Data
Samples of translations from the published WMT-12 shared task data set (CallisonBurch et al. 2012) for ES-EN and EN-ES translation were selected at random and
evaluated by AMT workers. Twelve systems participated in the original ES-EN
shared translation task, and eleven systems in EN-ES. Including quality control
items, we collected a total of approximately 62k human ﬂuency judgments and 82k
human adequacy judgments.
Table 2 shows the number and percentage of workers who passed quality control,
and the percentage of workers with no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between mean scores
for exact repeat items. Consistent with previous ﬁndings (Graham et al. 2013),
the quality of English-speaking workers on AMT appears to be lower than for
Spanish-speaking workers. Note that while we use the statistical tests described in
the previous section to determine which HITs we use for the system evaluation,
we do not use them as the basis for accepting/rejecting HITs – that is, for
determining whether a given worker should be paid for performing an HIT. Our
method of quality control is a high bar to reach, and workers might act in good
faith and yet still not be consistent enough to meet the signiﬁcance threshold we
imposed. Instead, we individually examined mean score diﬀerences for reference
translation, system output, and bad reference pairs, and declined payment only
when there was no doubt that the response was either automatic or extremely
careless.
After quality-control ﬁltering over bad reference pairs based on Assumption A,
approximately 36k ﬂuency judgments and 41k adequacy judgments remained. When
we subsequently applied quality control based on Assumption B using exact-repeat
translations, no additional HITs were ﬁltered for adequacy for either language
direction (that is, there were no instances of signiﬁcant diﬀerences between score
distributions for exact repeat items), whereas for ﬂuency, two additional workers,
one for each language direction, were ﬁltered out.
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Table 3. Average time per assessment (seconds) with ﬂuency and adequacy direct
estimate assessments and WMT-12 relative preference assessments

Spanish-to-English
English-to-Spanish

Adequacy

Fluency

WMT-12

25.5
29.0

12.3
12.0

50.9
−

Table 4. Spanish-to-English mean human adequacy and ﬂuency scores (‘z’ is the mean
standardized z-score, and ‘n’ is the total number of judgments for that system after
quality ﬁltering is applied)
Adequacy

System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System

A
C
B
D
E
F
H
G
J
K
L
M

Fluency

z

raw

n

z

raw

n

0.21
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.03
0.03
0.02
−0.03
−0.05
−0.17
−0.54

65.7
62.0
61.7
61.7
60.6
59.4
59.4
59.2
58.3
57.1
53.5
42.6

1,328
1,287
1,270
1,274
1,256
1,264
1,232
1,272
1,344
1,273
1,288
1,272

0.32
0.17
0.24
0.14
0.16
0.00
−0.05
−0.03
0.04
−0.06
−0.21
−0.70

63.8
59.2
61.4
58.5
59.2
54.0
53.0
52.6
56.1
51.6
47.3
33.1

1,002
995
975
1,041
1,006
1,075
954
1,006
1,035
999
1,039
1,033

5.2 Evaluation of Spanish-to-English systems
Table 4 shows mean raw and standardized human adequacy and ﬂuency scores for
each participating WMT-12 system. Rows in the table are ordered from best to worst
according to mean standardized adequacy scores, with mean standardized ﬂuency
scores used as a secondary key where adequacy scores agree to two decimal places.
Systems are anonymized with ordered names according to their rank order derived
from subsequent signiﬁcance tests (Figure 3), with ‘I’ unused to avoid confusion with
the number ‘1’. Out-of-sequence system names in this table indicate a divergence
between ﬁnal conclusions based on combined adequacy/ﬂuency signiﬁcance tests
(Figure 3) and the numeric ordering based on mean scores alone (this table).
Table 3 shows the average per translation time taken by assessors who passed
our quality control requirements, and for the assessors involved in WMT-12.4 A
comparison reveals a reduction in time taken to assess translations by approximately
half when direct estimates are elicited by our monolingual set-up compared to relative
preference judgments.

4

No information about WMT-12 times for English-to-Spanish is currently available.
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p-value

WMT-12 data set (1,633)

WMT-12 paper (475)
System A
System B
System C
System D
System E
System F
System G
System H
System J
System K
System L
System M

Adequacy (1,280)

Fluency (1,013)

Combined

System A
System B
System C
System D
System E
System F
System G
System H
System J
System K
System L
System M

System A
System B
System C
System D
System E
System F
System G
System H
System J
System K
System L
System M

System A
System B
System C
System D
System E
System F
System G
System H
System J
System K
System L
System M

System A
System B
System C
System D
System E
System F
System G
System H
System J
System K
System L
System M

Fig. 3. (Colour online) Spanish-to-English signiﬁcance test outcomes for each method of
human evaluation. Colored cells indicate that the scores of the row i system are signiﬁcantly
greater than those of the column j system. The average number of judgments per system is
shown in parentheses. The top row shows the oﬃcial results from WMT-12; the bottom row
show the results based on our method.

For this language pair, the raw and standardized mean scores are closely
correlated, a by-product of the structure of the HITs, which ensures that there is a
relatively even distribution of systems across workers, as described in Section 3.4.
If it had not been possible to put this constraint on assessments – for example,
if assessments from two separate groups of systems and human judges were being
combined – score standardization is likely to have a greater eﬀect. In general,
signiﬁcance tests on standardized scores are more robust than on raw scores, and
if a genuine diﬀerence in behavior exists, it is more likely to be identiﬁed in the
standardized data.
Signiﬁcance tests are used to estimate the degree to which rankings between
pairs of systems are likely to have occurred simply by chance. For our humansourced data, we apply a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test to standardized score
distributions for pairs of systems. Results of signiﬁcance tests for all pairs of systems
for ES-EN for standardized adequacy and ﬂuency assessments are shown as the ﬁrst
and second heat maps in the lower half of Figure 3.
The third heat map in the lower half of the ﬁgure is a combined adequacy and
ﬂuency test, constructed as follows: if system X’s adequacy score is signiﬁcantly
greater than that of system Y at some p-value, then the combined conclusion is
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that X is signiﬁcantly better than Y at that p-value. If the outcome of a signiﬁcance
test for a pair of systems’ adequacy score distributions is not signiﬁcant at the
desired signiﬁcance level, we consider this to be a ‘tie’ in terms of adequacy, in
which case the conclusions of a signiﬁcance test on ﬂuency assessments are used
to derive the system ordering. In that case, conclusions from the signiﬁcance test
for ﬂuency scores for that pair of systems should be taken as the overall outcome.
For example, adequacy tests for Systems B and C show no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
Figure 3, but tests on additional ﬂuency assessments reveal that System B produces
translations that are judged to be signiﬁcantly more ﬂuent than those of System C.
System B is therefore regarded as being superior to System C. Note that this strategy
of tie-breaking is only applied when there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in adequacy at
p < 0.05. As has already been noted, in our test environment, ﬂuency alone cannot
be used as criteria to rank systems. For example, although System J achieves higher
ﬂuency than System G in Figure 3, System G achieves signiﬁcantly higher adequacy
than System J, and in this pair it is System G that is regarded as superior.
The upper part of Figure 3 shows signiﬁcance test results for the WMT-12
evaluation, computed on the published data set (‘WMT-12 data set’), and on the
oﬃcial results (‘WMT-12 paper’), the latter generated from the former by ﬁltering
via agreement with expert items (Callison-Burch et al. 2012). Since the original
WMT-12 human evaluation took the form of relative preference judgments, we
are unable to use the Wilcoxon rank sum test, and instead use a sign test to test
for statistical signiﬁcance in both the WMT-12 published data set and the oﬃcial
results. Since the rank order of systems is known at the time of signiﬁcance testing,
the application of a single instance of a one-tailed test to each pair of competing
systems is appropriate, testing if the score distribution of the higher ranking system
is signiﬁcantly greater than that of the lower ranking system. All p-values reported
in Figure 3 are for one-tailed tests, and therefore the heat map matrices in Figure 3
have maximally n(n − 1)/2 ﬁlled cells.
Comparing the combined adequacy–ﬂuency signiﬁcance matrix with those of the
original relative preference evaluation, it is clear that a similar system ordering has
emerged; but our methodology yields a higher proportion of signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between systems, and provides a more conclusive system ranking with fewer
uncertainties. As a single exception to the overall pattern, System D was found
to signiﬁcantly outperform System B in the WMT evaluation, while we found no
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in adequacy, and in contrast to WMT results, that System B
in fact outperformed System D in terms of ﬂuency. The new evaluation data allows
System A to be declared the outright winner for this language pair, with signiﬁcantly
higher adequacy scores than all other participating systems. This level of separation
was not possible using the data generated by the original relative preference-based
evaluation.

5.3 Evaluation of English-to-Spanish systems
Table 5 shows mean scores of each participating system in the WMT-12 EN-ES
task, based on our evaluation methodology, with the table rows ordered using the
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Table 5. English-to-Spanish mean human adequacy and ﬂuency scores (‘z’ is the mean
standardized z-score, and ‘n’ is the total number of judgments for that system after
quality ﬁltering is applied)
Adequacy

System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System

A
B
C
E
F
D
J
K
G
H
L

Fluency

z

raw

n

z

raw

n

0.18
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02
−0.03
−0.07
−0.08
−0.10
−0.11

65.7
61.8
60.4
61.4
61.5
60.3
58.3
56.7
57.0
57.3
57.2

1,532
1,486
1,465
1,499
1,491
1,498
1,482
1,414
1,517
1,469
1,467

0.16
0.13
0.12
0.07
0.04
0.09
−0.13
−0.14
−0.08
−0.08
−0.17

59.9
58.5
58.5
57.2
55.8
57.4
49.5
49.9
51.6
51.5
49.5

1,463
1,541
1,579
1,565
1,588
1,501
1,531
1,545
1,553
1,507
1,507

mean standardized adequacy scores as a primary key, and the ﬂuency scores as
a secondary key. The same system ranking and naming convention is used as for
Table 4.
For this language pair, diﬀerences in system rankings with respect to raw and
standardized scores are again not large. Nonetheless, the standardized score ranking
pushes System C up two places, as its raw mean of 60.4 is below those of System E
(61.4) and System F (61.5). When computed on the (less-biased) standardized scores,
the mean score for System C is now (roughly) equal to System E (0.05) and higher
than System F (0.03).
As before, signiﬁcance testing provides insight into the relative performance of
the set of systems. Figure 4 parallels Figure 3, and includes results from the original
WMT-12 shared task human evaluation used to determine the oﬃcial results (‘WMT12 paper’), and results based on the published WMT-12 data set (‘WMT-12 data
set’); to provide a meaningful comparison, all tests in Figure 4 are one-tailed. In
this translation environment, the ﬂuency scores allow several ties in adequacy to
be broken, including the ﬁve-way tie for second place between Systems B, C, D,
E, and F. For EN-ES, the new evaluation methodology again produces almost a
superset of oﬃcial WMT-12 results but with more certainty, this time with three
exceptions. In the original results, System E was shown to beat System F, System J
to beat System K, and System L to beat System K. None of these conclusions are
supported by the results of the new methodology.
Overall, System A is identiﬁed as an outright winner in our experimentation.
In contrast, the original relative preference-based human evaluation was unable to
identify any single system that signiﬁcantly outperformed all others. Moreover, the
outright winner identiﬁed for this EN-ES language pair, System A, is the same
system identiﬁed for ES-EN. In addition, the systems taking second and third place
for the two translation directions are also matched. That is, System B and System C
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p-value

WMT-12 data set (2,152)

WMT-12 paper (670)
System.A
System.B
System.C
System.D
System.E
System.F
System.G
System.H
System.J
System.K
System.L

Adequacy (1,484)

Fluency (1,535)

Combined

System.A
System.B
System.C
System.D
System.E
System.F
System.G
System.H
System.J
System.K
System.L

System.A
System.B
System.C
System.D
System.E
System.F
System.G
System.H
System.J
System.K
System.L

System.A
System.B
System.C
System.D
System.E
System.F
System.G
System.H
System.J
System.K
System.L

System.A
System.B
System.C
System.D
System.E
System.F
System.G
System.H
System.J
System.K
System.L

Fig. 4. (Colour online) English-to-Spanish signiﬁcance test outcomes for each method of
human evaluation. Colored cells indicate that the scores of the row i system are signiﬁcantly
greater than those of the column j system. The average number of judgments per system is
shown in parentheses. The top row shows the oﬃcial results from WMT-12; the bottom row
show the results based on our method.

each represent the same system for both language pairs, and take second and third
place respectively. With these three exceptions, the anonymized names of systems
for ES-EN and EN-ES do not correspond.
5.4 Varying the number of assessments
The results described above suggest that our crowd-sourced approach to gathering
judgments achieves higher levels of system discrimination than the approach used at
WMT-12. In addition, there was a relatively high level of overall concord between
the ﬂuency and adequacy judgments, allowing us to break ties in adequacy based on
ﬂuency. However, our experiments made use of more judgments than the WMT-12
evaluation, and it could be that the larger pool of judgments collected from the
AMT workers is the factor responsible for the greater certainty. We investigate that
possibility by reducing the number of HITs used in our analyses.
Since our method diverges considerably from the original WMT-12 approach to
collecting assessments, determining the correct number of judgments to use for the
purpose of comparison is not entirely straightforward. In the WMT-12 evaluation,
ﬁve translations are assessed per screen, and ordered from best to worst to generate
ten pairwise labels. To order those ﬁve competing translations, it seems likely that
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Table 6. Proportions of signiﬁcant diﬀerences between system pairs identiﬁed at
diﬀerent signiﬁcance thresholds, using the WMT-12 relative preference judgments, and
the new direct estimate method
Spanish-to-English

English-to-Spanish

p

Relative
preference

Direct
estimate

Relative
preference

Direct
estimate

0.05
0.01
0.001

19.7%
6.1%
–

69.7%
56.1%
39.4%

16.4%
5.5%
–

65.5%
52.7%
41.8%

each translation is read more than once. If the average number of readings is two,
then ten labels are generated each time ten translations are read. On the other hand,
in the direct estimate evaluation, ten labels are produced by reading and assessing
ten translations, with only limited re-reading anticipated. We therefore compare
methods based on numbers of labels produced by each method, as a reasonable
estimate of the eﬀort involved in generating them.
Table 6 shows the proportion of signiﬁcant diﬀerences identiﬁed by our direct
estimate-based evaluation compared to those of the original WMT-12 relative
preference evaluation, for equal numbers of judgments. The number of judgments
for the direct estimate method is limited to the number in the oﬃcial WMT-12 data
set, namely, 475 judgments per system for the 12 ES-EN systems, and 670 judgments
per system for the 11 EN-ES systems. In the latter case, the subset of direct estimate
judgments was made by taking HITs in the order they were completed by AMT
workers.
These results show that our method reveals substantially higher proportions of
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between pairs of participating systems compared to the original
relative preference evaluation. At p < 0.05, for example, for the same number of
judgments, our direct estimate evaluation produces approximately 3.5 times the
number of signiﬁcant diﬀerences between pairs of ES-EN systems, and close to 4
times as many signiﬁcant diﬀerences for EN-ES systems. At the higher conﬁdence
level of p < 0.01, the relative proportion of signiﬁcant diﬀerences detected by the
two methods diverges even further, with our direct estimate method identifying
9–10 times the proportion of signiﬁcant diﬀerences identiﬁed by relative preference
judgments.
The heat maps in Figure 5 provide additional insight into the relationship between
the number of judgments per system and the level of statistical signiﬁcance for
diﬀerent system pairings, based on direct estimation methodology. As few as 300
crowd-generated adequacy judgments per system is suﬃcient for mid-range and
low-range systems to be separated from the better-performing ones. Note that even
the last 80 judgments collected, from 1,200 per system on average to 1,280 per
system on average (which is what is shown in Figure 3), are helpful in distinguishing
between systems.
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Fig. 5. (Colour online) Standardized adequacy signiﬁcant diﬀerences between pairs of systems
for increasing numbers of judgments per system, sampled according to earliest HIT submission
time, for the twelve Spanish-to-English WMT-12 systems. These four heat maps can be directly
compared to the lower-left heat map in Figure 3, which is constructed using an average of
1,280 judgments per system.

The aim of the evaluation we have detailed is to provide an accurate mechanism
for evaluation of MT on the system-level. Although ratings for translations assessed
on a continuous rating scale can be expected to contain random variations in
individual scores, when ratings are collected for a suﬃciently large sample of
translations belonging to a given system, positive and negative random errors
present in individual assessments cancel out to produce accurate mean and median
scores for systems. For evaluations to be accurate at the segment-level, a diﬀerent
approach is required, where assessments are repeated per segment as opposed to per
system; see Graham, Baldwin and Mathur (2015) for further details.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a new methodology for human evaluation of MT quality. To
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst method that relies entirely on assessments sourced
from the crowd, in our case using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Our approach is
based on actively removing sources of bias, including mechanisms to accommodate
assessors with consistent individual scoring strategies. By restructuring the task as an
assessment of monolingual similarity of meaning, assessing individual translations,
and separating ﬂuency and adequacy, the task was made substantially less cognitively
taxing, and allowed participation by much larger pools of workers.
To assess the feasibility of our methodology for large-scale MT evaluation, we
replicated the WMT-12 shared task human evaluation for two language pairs,
using the system translations released by the task organizers. Our results show that
capturing direct estimates of translation quality on a continuous rating scale leads
to more informative judgments that reﬂect not only the fact that one translation is
superior to another, but also the degree to which it was preferred. In addition, direct
estimates provide the advantage of a straightforward combination of individual
standardized scores for translations into mean system scores that, given large
numbers of assessments, are more precise. The same logic does not apply to the same
degree to methods based on combinations of relative preference judgments. Once
the quality control mechanisms were applied, high consistency between workers was
observed. Score standardization at the worker level was also helpful.
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With our new assessments, score distributions for translations of competing systems provide useful discrimination between systems, and we identiﬁed substantially
higher proportions of signiﬁcant diﬀerences. More conclusive rankings not only
provide greater insight into the relative performance of MT systems, but also
establish a better foundation for evaluation of automatic metrics. The evaluation
methodology is scalable, and highly eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective: the judgments used
in this paper were collected at approximately US$40 per system, for each language
pair and evaluation modality (EN-ES or ES-EN, and adequacy or ﬂuency). With
greater consistency per assessment than previous approaches, and clearer rankings
across the systems considered, we have answered in the aﬃrmative the question we
posed as the title of this paper: MT systems can indeed be evaluated by the crowd
alone.
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